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ABSTRACT

Global health champions modernism and biomedical knowledge but tends to neglect knowledge, beliefs, and identities of rural communities in low- and middle-income countries. The topic of antimicrobial resistance represents these common challenges, wherein the growing emphasis on public engagement offers a yet underdeveloped opportunity to generate perspectives and forms of knowledge that are not typically incorporated into research and policy. The medical humanities as an interdisciplinary approach to illness and health behaviour
play a central role in cultivating this potential – in particular through the field’s emphasis on phenomenological and intersubjective approaches to knowledge generation and its interest in dialogue between medicine, the humanities, and the broader public.

We present a case study of public engagement that incorporates three medical humanities methods: participatory co-production, photographic storytelling, and dialogue between researchers and the public. Situated in the context of northern Thailand, we explore sub-cases on co-production workshops with villagers, tales of treatment shared by traditional healers, and dialogue surrounding artistic display in an international photo exhibition. Our starting assumption for the case study analysis was that co-produced local inputs can (and should) broaden the understanding of the socio-cultural context of antimicrobial resistance.

Our case study illustrates the potential of medical humanities methods in public engagement to foreground cultural knowledge, personal experience, and ‘lay’ sensemaking surrounding health systems, and healing (incl. medicine use). Among others, the engagement activities enabled us to formulate and test locally grounded hypotheses, gain new insights into the social configuration of treatment seeking, and reflect on the relationship between traditional healing and modern medicine in the context of antimicrobial resistance. We conclude that medical-humanities-informed forms of public engagement should become a standard component of global health research, but they require extensive evaluation to assess benefits and risks comprehensively.
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INTRODUCTION

Global health research and practice have been – and are increasingly – criticised for their reproduction of a hierarchy of knowledge that subordinates especially rural populations in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) to Western biomedical logic and to local medical elites.\textsuperscript{1,2} For example, a report by Horton\textsuperscript{3} about a 2013 workshop on neocolonialism included positions that ‘western imposed [psychiatric] diagnoses, which ignore local understandings of distress, are “what imperialism is all about,”’ while a recent Nature editorial commented that the inclusion of traditional Chinese medicine as a chapter in the World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Diseases is ‘likely to backfire [and] risks legitimizing an unfounded underlying philosophy.’\textsuperscript{4}

Examples like these are reminiscent of critiques of modernism and neocolonialism in international development.\textsuperscript{5} More than 30 years ago, Arturo Escobar described that, ‘types of power and knowledge are being deployed [through Western disciplinary and normalizing processes] in the Third World which try to insure the conformity of its peoples to a certain type of economic and cultural behaviour.’\textsuperscript{6} Considering the salience of health in the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda, which aspires to be a more inclusive representation of global development than its predecessor the Millennium Development Goals,\textsuperscript{7} the persistence of a hierarchy between Western and biomedical knowledge on the one hand, and local and non-biomedical notions of health in LMICs on the other hand, would be problematic.

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a global health topic that exemplifies this tension and the persistent hierarchy between ‘global’ (i.e. Western biomedical) and ‘local’ knowledge. A top priority item on the global health agenda, the WHO Director-General has declared AMR (or ‘drug resistance’) as ‘one of the most urgent health threats of our time.’\textsuperscript{8} AMR involves the evolution of microbes like bacteria and viruses to withstand the medicine that humans use to treat them, thereby making them increasingly ‘drug resistant’ and the medicine less effective.
This is in principle a naturally occurring process, but humans accelerate it by using antimicrobials (antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals, etc.) in human and veterinary medicine, in agriculture, and through their leakage into the environment.

The global health response to AMR mirrors the biomedical interventionism with which post-colonial medicine has been characterised. Global policies to address AMR define it ‘as a global threat emerging from LMICs’ and foreground individuals’ behaviour as one of the principal problems of a subject that connects humans, animals, and the environment. Remedial action focuses thus on awareness and education campaigns to change population behaviour especially in LMICs, implying that knowledge and practices that deviate from a Western biomedical rationale – for instance care from traditional healers during an illness – are problematic and require rectification.

The global health response to AMR therefore continues to champion biomedical knowledge and to neglect or otherwise subordinate the knowledge, beliefs, and identities of rural communities in LMICs. At the same time, the growing emphasis on ‘public engagement’ (a form of ‘patient and public involvement’) among health researchers and medical research funders has in principle the potential to break down or at least undermine hierarchical relationships between medical elites and local populations. However, rather than establishing dialogue and challenging this hierarchy, public engagement activities have thus far primarily been instrumentalised to impose global health agendas on local populations (e.g. through theatre plays; see ‘Background’ section for further explanation).

This need not be the case. The medical humanities intersect with the popular practice of public engagement, emphasising in particular creative co-production research that uses methods including theatre, storytelling, or artistic production (we related to the medical humanities in this paper especially through creative, participatory, and dialogical approaches from within the visual arts and social sciences / cultural studies branches of the medical humanities).
Medical humanities scholarship thereby shares an interest in the role of experience and expression of illness and healing,\textsuperscript{26,27,28,29} and it has an important role to play in broadening debates away from reductionist towards a holistic and context-sensitive understanding of complex medical phenomena like antimicrobial resistance.\textsuperscript{30,31,32} At the same time, explorations building on artistic and creative processes do not exist in opposition to but rather enable dialogue with established medical notions and conventions, giving them new perspectives and interpretations.\textsuperscript{33,34,35,36}

Building on this logic, this paper presents a case study of public engagement under the umbrella of the medical humanities in which we examine new and locally grounded perspectives on the socio-cultural context of antimicrobial resistance and its related topics of medicine use and health systems. Our research question is, ‘Can medical humanities approaches challenge hierarchies and promote engagement in global health research on antimicrobial resistance?’ To answer this question, we employed a case study design to illustrate the diverse ways in which public engagement can reveal perspectives and forms of knowledge that are not typically incorporated into AMR research and policy – in particular cultural knowledge, personal experience, and ‘lay’ sensemaking surrounding health systems, and healing (incl. medicine use).\textsuperscript{37,38,39,40} We focus on these aspects of knowledge as they are typically replaced by biomedical assumptions in AMR policies, whereby our case relates in particular to the socio-cultural context of human antibiotic use (a major determinant of AMR).

We consider in the context of northern Thailand co-production workshops, storytelling, and dialogue surrounding artistic display as vehicles for a bottom-up process for knowledge generation under the umbrella of participatory (rather than instrumental) engagement.\textsuperscript{41} The objective of this paper is thereby not to influence global and local AMR policy directly, but to offer a case that demonstrates how the inclusion of medical humanities methods in global health research (via public engagement) can open up new and locally grounded perspectives for
thinking about the complex issue of AMR and its related and seemingly established topics of medicine use and health systems. We thereby contribute to a small but growing body of medical humanities research that relates directly to antimicrobial resistance and the broader interface of humans and health systems.42,43,44,45,46,47

BACKGROUND

Research on population health behaviour in AMR mobilises conventional public health research methods. We review these methods in this section and argue that they risk reproducing a hierarchical relationship which subordinates local medical knowledge and traditional forms of healing in LMICs to the biomedical model of health that is prominent in high-income countries and among local medical elites – which underscores the important role of the medical humanities in this space.48,49

Standard forms of AMR knowledge generation with particular relevance to the current case are public awareness surveys and knowledge, attitude, and practice (KAP) surveys. For example, one of the most influential documents in the context of awareness-related global AMR policy is the WHO’s Antibiotic resistance: multi-country public awareness survey.50,51 Based on online and face-to-face surveys in 12 countries and using a range of knowledge-testing questions, the survey argues that, ‘it is critical that people understand the problem [of drug resistance], and the way in which they can change their behaviour.’52 KAP surveys are similarly prominent in the field of public health AMR research,53 including (with a focus on antibiotics) contexts as diverse as the studies by Belongia et al.54 on patients’ antibiotic use for respiratory illnesses in the United States, by Yu et al.55 on parental antibiotic use for their children in China, or by Awad and Aboud56 on the general public’s antibiotic use in Kuwait.

Public awareness and KAP surveys as mainstream tools for global health knowledge generation typically conclude that awareness needs to be raised, and call on individuals’ responsibility to
change antimicrobial-related health behaviours.\textsuperscript{57,58,59,60,61} A major problem of these approaches is that problematic antimicrobial use is framed in terms of knowledge and attitudes, and the notions of what constitutes ‘desirable knowledge’ are typically imposed by health researchers with an implicit superiority of modern over local and traditional forms of knowledge.\textsuperscript{62} Yet, such studies devote little if any concern towards the social and ethical antecedents of current behaviour (and the corresponding consequences of intervention) in LMICs, for instance the historical role of drug promotion, the precarious balance between antimicrobial ‘access and excess,’ or culturally specific notions as to what constitutes ‘good care.’\textsuperscript{63,64,65}

In contrast, recent social sciences and interdisciplinary research on AMR has pointed out non-individual components of antimicrobial use that reflect on the broader socio-cultural context of AMR. For example, Chandler\textsuperscript{66} describes the interconnectedness of AMR across the domains of human, animal, and environmental health and the social role of antimicrobials as ‘infrastructure’ that contributes to the functioning of market economies; Hinchliffe \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{67} indicate how Bangladeshi shrimp and prawn farmers adapt their antimicrobial use in response to economic uncertainty and perceived disease risks; and Chuengsatiansup and Limsawart\textsuperscript{68} analyse the tensions between administratively defined borders and their history, enactment, and continued negotiation in the control of drug-resistant tuberculosis in the border area of Thailand and Myanmar. However, the global health discourse around AMR has not yet been infused with these perspectives and continues to portray a dominance of Western high-income countries’ priorities and solutions, LMICs as source of a global problem, and individuals’ knowledge and behaviour as critical targets for intervention.\textsuperscript{69,70}

Alternative forms of knowledge generation could broaden the global health discourse around AMR. As the aforementioned examples illustrate, exploratory qualitative research or participatory research methods could in principle offer insights into the socio-cultural context of AMR and thereby provide an avenue to challenge the mainstream framing of AMR and the
implied hierarchy of medical knowledge and practice. However, qualitative research in public health often remains limited to examining people’s attitudes and knowledge akin to quantitative public awareness surveys.\textsuperscript{71,72,73} Similarly, ‘participatory methods’ or ‘public engagement’ in public health research are typically instrumental means with an emphasis on health education provision, on ‘mobilising’ communities to change their health behaviour, and/or on building trust and legitimacy of health research locally.\textsuperscript{74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81}

Global health scholars have argued that qualitative research and public engagement involving the co-production of knowledge with inputs from target populations can broaden understanding and open new directions for debate.\textsuperscript{82,83} Yet, in public health and global health research, these methods have a tendency to retain biomedical assumptions, to fall short of their potential to challenge hierarchies of knowledge, and even reproduce neocolonial relationships in global health.\textsuperscript{84,85}

This persistent challenge underlines the important role of the medical humanities.\textsuperscript{86,87} Aside from historical analysis or literary interpretations,\textsuperscript{88,89} common methods in the medical humanities have included narration, artistic means such as theatre and photography, and also directed qualitative approach like focus group discussions to interrogate the nature of illness, healing, and people’s relationship to health systems.\textsuperscript{90,91,92,93,94,95} Unlike common public health research methods and instrumental forms of public engagement, a medical humanities approach thereby helps reveal subjective truths that are often overlooked in biomedical perspectives, and thus challenge hierarchies of knowledge between clinical ‘experts’ and non-medical ‘lay’ people.\textsuperscript{96,97,98,99} For example, Cole and Gallagher\textsuperscript{100} argued in the context of clinical neuroscience that the medical humanities, in the form of first-person narratives, ‘can complement the clinical third-person approach, and in some cases lead to better understanding and point towards further empirical work itself.’ Our focus on the medical humanities in the present study thereby builds on the understanding that medicine, participatory research, and
artistic forms of expression are inextricably linked, and that their joint consideration enables us to generate new and critical knowledge about complex global health phenomena like antimicrobial resistance.101,102,103

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study design

We employed an embedded case study research design, in which we focused on three public engagement components of an interdisciplinary research project on rural health behaviours and drug resistance in northern Thailand and southern Lao PDR (each component is a “sub-case” embedded within the larger public engagement case study).104,105 Case studies in the medical humanities help illustrate conceptual and methodological applications, present close-up experiences of (often otherwise neglected or marginalised) research participants, and open up new perspectives on medical topics.106,107,108,109,110,111 These designs also often combine different methodological approaches within the same analysis (e.g. Hume et al.,112 who combine insights from historical, ethnographic, and creative research).

In relation to the research question, our starting assumption for the case study analysis is that co-produced local inputs can (and should) broaden the understanding of the socio-cultural context of AMR. We included the three sub-cases to illustrate the diverse ways in which public engagement can reveal perspectives and forms of knowledge that are not typically incorporated into AMR research and policy – in particular cultural knowledge, personal experience, and “lay” sensemaking surrounding health systems and healing (incl. medicine use).113,114,115,116

We situate the case study research design firmly within the medical humanities. Aside from using medical humanities methods of knowledge generation (see section ‘Data collection and analysis’ for further explanation), our public engagement activities operationalised the
A phenomenological and intersubjective approach of the medical humanities through qualitative and participatory techniques that treat participants as expert informants and, where possible, let them choose the terms of the conversation. At the same time, the case study considers the dialogue with the medical profession by relating qualitative interpretations to quantitative patterns of health behaviour and to the global health discourse around AMR, but also by considering the costs and risk of incorporating our approach into engagement practice. Our mixed-method approach is thereby compatible with both the case study research design and its application in the medical humanities.

Several recent examples have adopted approaches similar to our current study: For instance, Macnaughton and Carel use case examples to describe how a critical medical humanities approach can help understand the phenomenon of breathlessness beyond its clinical dimensions – based, among others, on reflections from collaborative meetings between medical researchers, artists, and social scientists. Barbieri et al. present a qualitative case study of patients in Italian paediatric wards, whereby the production and interpretation of semi-fictional auto-biographic narratives offered child patients a channel to communicate to clinicians their personal experience of illness and healthcare needs. A case of HIV-related public engagement in South Africa by Treffry-Goatley et al. further used a combination of qualitative (focus group discussions, observation) and quantitative methods (surveys) to understand the role of digital storytelling in promoting health literacy. We therefore build on an established body of work in the medical humanities.

Case overview

The public engagement components in this project involved workshops in three villages and the collection and exhibition of photographic stories of healing in Chiang Rai province in northern Thailand.
The workshops took place in three villages in Chiang Rai province, namely Chiang Rai village, Chiang Khong village, and Mae Fah Luang village (named after the districts in which they were located). The two main objectives of the workshops were, first, to share with villagers some ideas and concepts about antibiotics and drug resistance (based on material from the WHO\textsuperscript{124}), without assuming that their current knowledge and behaviours were in any way deficient; and, second, to enable our research team to learn from the villagers about the local context of medicine and healing and how the antibiotic-related information has been received. The half-day workshops involved 20 to 35 adults per village, who were recruited in a combination of purposive and snowball sampling to ensure spatial and ethnic diversity of the workshop participants (however, all of the attendees had Thai language abilities, which limited the representativeness of the workshops).\textsuperscript{125} The workshop activities involved, in chronological order,

1. an ice-breaking activity to create an open and positive atmosphere,
2. a community map drawing activity to represent different types of healthcare providers,
3. a pile sorting activity to understand conceptions and categories of medicines,
4. a drug-resistance-themed chair game to illustrate the evolution of bacteria,
5. a traditional pop song with adapted lyrics to illustrate WHO messages to seek advice from medical practitioners,
6. a role-playing activity to illustrate the relationship between antibiotic use and drug resistance, and
7. a poster-making activity as a feedback mechanism and to understanding participants’ interpretations of the workshop content (see Charoenboon \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{126} for a detailed description of the workshops).

The workshops took place alongside larger health behaviour surveys in Chiang Rai. Feedback from our survey team also revealed that our survey questionnaire did not capture important
aspects of local healing. As the project surveyed 72 villages in Chiang Rai, the team shared experiences of herbalists curing broken bones and spiritual healers summoning ghosts. What was the meaning and significance of these practices, and what would the survey category ‘traditional healer’ mean for villagers? To investigate these questions further, the research team revisited some of the villages to document local stories of healing from the perspective of traditional healers (with their permission). The resulting narratives were exhibited in the ‘Tales of Treatment’ photo exhibition series in Bangkok (Art Gallery g23), Chiang Rai (Tai tea shop and bar), Oxford (Green Templeton College), and Coventry (Warwick Arts Centre) between July 2018 and March 2019 (note that the international exhibition was not aimed to ‘validate’ local knowledge through urban elites but to encourage dialogue and reflection about what healing is on an international scale with diverse audiences). The content of the exhibitions varied slightly by location (considering available space and logistics; see Fig. 1 for illustrations) and included:

- 15 photographic stories with Thai/English captions and guided tours by the research team (all four exhibition sites)
- Exhibits of pharmaceuticals and medicinal plants (Bangkok, Chiang Rai, Oxford)
- ‘Medicine wall’ of pharmaceutical images and local notions of medicines (Bangkok, Chiang Rai, Oxford)
- Programme booklets and souvenir postcards (Coventry)
- Research fieldwork photographs (Bangkok, Oxford)
- Research infographics, word clouds, and/or animated presentations (Bangkok, Chiang Rai, Oxford)
Fig 1. Impressions of ‘Tales of Treatment’ exhibition elements.

Source: Authors.
Data collection and analysis\textsuperscript{128}

We used primary qualitative and quantitative data to document and explore how knowledge co-production challenged not only our own expectations as survey researchers but also contributed to new perspectives on the socio-cultural context of AMR. We will present our research according to the three medical humanities methods illustrated in this case study: participatory co-production, photographic storytelling, and dialogue between researchers and the public. The groups with whom we engaged included Chiang Rai villagers, traditional healers in Chiang Rai, and urban audiences of the photo exhibitions in Thailand and the UK. The data sources and involved groups are described in the remainder of this section, and a summary is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Data overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Case No.</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Involved groups</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Co-production</td>
<td>Rural population in Chiang Rai</td>
<td>2,422 survey respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 to 35 workshop participants per village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1,264 in census survey, 1,158 in provincial survey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>Traditional healers in Chiang Rai</td>
<td>15 photographic narratives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>International exhibition attendees</td>
<td>500+ across Chiang Rai, Bangkok, Oxford, and Coventry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23 feedback form respondents at Warwick Arts Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first sub-case, we collected observational data to document the inputs from workshop participants and to formulate locally grounded hypotheses about medicine use (documented in digitised fieldnotes and audio-visual material incl. photographs and video). To illustrate the applicability of the co-produced knowledge for understanding the socio-cultural context of AMR, we tested these hypotheses using rural health behaviour survey data from the main research project (for details on sampling strategy, please refer to the published study protocol referenced here;\textsuperscript{129} survey data collection was through electronic questionnaires on tablet
computers during face-to-face survey interviews). In brief, the rural health behaviour survey data used in this analysis had two components, namely:

(a) Two rounds of complete census surveys in the three workshop villages. As complete census surveys, the entire adult population of the three villages was invited to participate in both survey rounds (total adult population est.: 694), with an average response rate of 91%. The workshops took place in between the two survey rounds but were not intended to be an ‘intervention’ – rather, they were a public engagement activity and were therefore not implemented within a (quasi-)experimental design.

(b) A provincial-level representative rural survey. This survey used a three-stage stratified random sampling design to represent the rural adult population of Chiang Rai province (522,000 adults according to census data). We selected 5 districts purposively (stage 0; selected for diversity within the province), within which we selected 6 primary sampling units randomly (stage 1; stratified by distance to nearest town), followed by the random selection of households (stage 2; interval sample and stratified by village segments), and by the simple random selection of one per every five household members (stage 3). The total sample comprised 1,158 adults.

As shown in the questionnaire (see supplemental material), the surveys collected data on the individual level (e.g. demographic attributes, antibiotic knowledge and attitudes), illness level (e.g. healthcare choices), and the step level (e.g. medicine use at each step of the treatment-seeking process). We tested the hypotheses using descriptive statistical analysis, comparing responses across groups and, where appropriate, performing Pearson $X^2$ tests whether these differences were statistically significant. We first applied the hypotheses to the village(s) where they arose, then to all three workshop villages (using the first or both survey rounds depending on whether data analysis took place on the individual or illness level), and subsequently to the representative sample of rural Chiang Rai province.
For the second sub-case, the storytelling component involved stories from traditional healers in northern Thailand, whereby we considered photography and oral accounts as interlinked elements of a narrative in line with McKechnie\textsuperscript{132}. The emphasis on these stories as ‘tales’ implies that the activity was not aimed to uncover an objective reality but rather a systems of experiences, relationships, and subjective truths that can help challenge entrenched and simplistic outsiders’ perspectives on such topics as health systems, medicine use, and behaviours linked to antimicrobial resistance.\textsuperscript{133, 134} Health systems thereby refer to pluralistic landscapes of in-/formal healthcare providers (including e.g. public and private doctors, unregulated medicine sellers, traditional healers, or carers within a family network),\textsuperscript{135, 136} which global health researchers and policy makers in AMR often simplify as organised and formal healthcare provision.\textsuperscript{137, 138}

The narratives were captured by a Thai photographer (PT) and a chronicler (KW), who were both members of the research survey team (i.e. data were collected via audio-visual material and digitised written narratives). Based on the experiences of the survey team, we revisited 15 traditional healers and received their permission to document their tales through written narratives and audio-visual records of the people, artefacts, process, and context of traditional healing in any way the healers wished to present these aspects (yielding 61GB of visual material). The exhibition curator and survey team manager (NC) translated the narratives into English and edited them for consistency. Out of the 15 narratives (which can be accessed at \url{https://tinyurl.com/talesoftreatment}), we reflected in this sub-case on three that related directly to antimicrobial resistance, medicine use, and health systems.

The photographic narratives were presented at the ‘Tales of Treatment’ exhibition. Understanding that display plays an integral role in the dialogue between art and public audiences,\textsuperscript{139} we drew in this third sub-case on verbal and written feedback from the photo exhibitions and reflected as a team on audience reactions and the potential impact of the public
engagement activity (quantitative feedback was digitised in a spreadsheet, written feedback was digitised via word processing software or as photographs of guest book entries).\textsuperscript{140}

In summary, the study team reviewed and analysed descriptively the qualitative and quantitative material against the objective to illustrate the diverse ways in which public engagement can reveal perspectives and forms of knowledge that are not typically incorporated into AMR research and policy. The primary analytical focus was on how co-produced local inputs could broaden the understanding of the social context of AMR (i.e. constant critical comparison with the global health AMR discourse), which was directed by the principal investigator and supported by all co-authors (local Thai social researchers). Note that none of the data collection and analysis methods presented here constitute a formal evaluation of the public engagement activities. However, based on experiences in the medical humanities literature and our previous public engagement projects, we were conscious that unstructured interactions with narratives and artistic products could entail unintended and potentially adverse interpretations and behavioural responses, which we explicitly incorporated as analytical angles as well.\textsuperscript{141,142,143}

**Patient and Public Involvement Statement**

This publication reports a case of public involvement for informing global health research. The broader project was further based on preceding qualitative research with local northern Thai patients and the general public, which revealed the need for more grounded socio-medical studies that respond to participants’ viewpoints and cultural context. Members of the Thai public were involved in this project through cognitive interviewing to inform the survey design and the interpretation of the data, Thai participants were involved in local workshops during the study period to improve our understanding of local medicine uses and health behaviours, Thai villagers shared their stories about traditional healing on their own terms to broaden the scope of the standardised survey, and Thai and UK publics were involved in the photo
exhibitions where they were able to relay feedback and their interpretations of the photo stories. Note that this study did not specifically focus on patients but on members of the general public.

RESULTS

We report separately on the knowledge co-production workshops and storytelling activities, using observations from co-production and engagement activities, primary survey data, and event feedback. The results illustrate through the three sub-cases how insights and reflections sparked by the direct input from research populations and through the engagement of the public can broaden debates and viewpoints within the field of global health. However, the results also hint at the limitations and potential risks of a co-production approach, which we address separately in the subsequent ‘Discussion’ section.

Sub-Case1 (Co-production): Participatory workshops

Using the example of the medicine pile sorting activity, we exemplify in this section how interactions between the research team and the workshop participants helped shape our understanding of medicine use in rural Chiang Rai. The pile sorting session was one of three workshop activities in which the participants were directly asked to educate the research team, and it lent itself for this illustration due to its focus on the meaning and uses of medicine in the context of antimicrobial resistance (the mapping activity focused on the healthcare landscape, and the poster making activity focused on participants’ interpretations of the workshop content). The sorting activity thereby enabled at least three hypotheses about the relationships between the local social context, notions of medicine, and treatment-seeking behaviour – which we outline and test below (for details on local notions of ‘antibiotics,’ see a report of the main research project referenced here).144
Theme 1: ‘Antibiotics that you can buy’

Our first example involved workshop participants in Mae Fah Luang village. The participants described how they categorise different types of antibiotics into the groups ‘you can buy this medicine over the counter’ and ‘you need a prescription from a doctor to obtain this medicine.’ These categories related directly to global health awareness campaigns, as for instance the WHO advocates that antibiotics should only be used ‘when prescribed by a certified health professional.’ Based on the input from the villagers, we therefore hypothesised that,

\[ H1: \text{ Villagers’ attitudes towards buying antibiotics over the counter differ depending on the types of antibiotics that they recognise.} \]

Our survey data contained the names with which people referred to antibiotics. While the survey did not ask respondents to classify antibiotics into the categories of ‘can buy’ and ‘cannot buy,’ we could learn from this data whether they were familiar with common colloquial names for antibiotics as ‘anti-inflammatory medicine’ (ยาแก้อักเสบ or ‘yah kae ak seb’). The survey further asked knowledge and attitude questions corresponding to antibiotic awareness-raising material from the WHO, including whether there are situations in which the respondent would buy antibiotics over the counter – ‘desirable’ responses being those that fell in line with the WHO position (not to judge whether their behaviour was inappropriate or unjustified), meaning that the respondent would not buy this medicine without a prescription. If the hypothesis holds, then we would expect to see different attitudes to over-the-counter antibiotic purchases depending on how the respondents referred to the medicine.

Table 2 shows the most commonly mentioned names of the three antibiotic images presented to the survey respondents (all respondents were shown the same images). The colloquial name ‘anti-inflammatory’ dominated the local notions of antibiotics. Owing to the ethnic diversity of Mae Fah Luang village, several other local language descriptions unbeknownst to us circulated
alongside notions like ‘germ killer,’ capsule medicine, cough medicine, pain reliever, or vernacularized generic antibiotic names like ‘amoxi’ (for amoxicillin) and ‘colem’ (for chloramphenicol). The column “desirable” attitude’ indicates whether people’s attitude aligned with WHO positions, depending on how the respondents described the medicine presented to them. Because the respondents could mention several different names, and because the mentioned names were likely correlated with respondents’ personal characteristics (e.g. ethnic background, language ability, education), these data should be interpreted with caution. However, a pattern emerged in which the technical term ‘antibiotic’ was associated with a relatively high share of ‘desirable’ attitudes. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, different notions were linked systematically to very different attitudes, for instance ‘colem’ was linked to levels of ‘desirability’ ranging from 26.7% (all workshop villages) to 42.4% (provincial survey), whereas ‘amoxi’ ranged from 65.4% (provincial survey, not shown) to 83.3% (all workshop villages). Attitudes across the Top-10 mentions ranged from 33.3% to 100.0% ‘desirable’ (Mae Fah Luang), from 26.7% to 83.3% (all workshop villages), and from 23.7% to 73.5% (provincial survey).

Although the patterns were indicative rather than conclusive, the data provided circumstantial evidence in support of Hypothesis H1, namely that different names given to antibiotics were linked to different attitudes about antibiotic purchases. Future research could incorporate this aspect more systematically to understand which antibiotics villagers may be more inclined to procure over the counter – regardless of whether they have a biomedical understanding of antibiotic medicine.
Table 2. Top 10 responses to describe pictures of common antibiotics used in Chiang Rai province, and the corresponding share of respondents that would refrain from buying the medicine over the counter (‘desirable’ attitude).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
<th>‘Desirable’ Attitude</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
<th>‘Desirable’ Attitude</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
<th>‘Desirable’ Attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Other (unknown) names</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>Other (unknown) names</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>Don’t know the name of this medicine</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>73.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Don’t know the name of this medicine</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>Don’t know the name of this medicine</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>Germ killer</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germ killer</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
<td>Germ killer</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Capsules / medicine in general</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>Capsules / medicine in general</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td>Heromycin, TC-T-Mycin, etc.</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Amoxi (amoxicillin)</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>Colem (chloramphenicol)</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>Colem (chloramphenicol)</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cough medicine</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>Pain reliever</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>Capsules / medicine in general</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pain reliever</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>Colour reference</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Colem (chloramphenicol)</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>Amoxi (amoxicillin)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>Pain reliever</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>Cough medicine</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>Other non-antibiotic medicine</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, derived from survey data.

Notes. See questionnaire in supplemental material for pictures of common antibiotics. Only including respondents who recognised the medicine shown. Multiple mentions per respondent possible. Provincial-level results are population weighted using census data.
Theme 2: ‘Prescription medicine for children’

Our second example relates to another insight from the pile sorting activity that we encountered in Mae Fah Luang village and Chiang Rai village. We learned that villagers categorised medicine into ‘medicine for adults’ and ‘medicine for children.’ According to the workshop contributions, people would be extra careful with ‘medicine for children,’ follow instructions closely, and indeed only receive it against prescription, whereas the workshop participants would buy ‘medicine for adults’ for themselves over the counter. Antibiotics fell into both categories, which led us to hypothesise that,

_H2a: If children receive antibiotics, these antibiotics are more likely to originate from formal healthcare providers._

_H2b: If children receive antibiotics, these antibiotics are more likely to be used in accordance with their instructions._

The surveys elicited healthcare pathways during an acute illness or accident within the two months prior to the survey interview – both for the respondents and for children under their supervision (children were defined in the survey as anyone below 18 years of age; adults would thereby report the illness episodes of ‘children’ under their supervision). At each step of the process, the respondent could indicate whether any medicine was received, whether it was taken in line with the instructions received, and whether the medicine was finished. To operationalise these data for the hypothesis, we considered (a) illness episodes involving at least one dose of antibiotics, (b) whether these antibiotics originated from formal (public or private clinics/hospitals/pharmacies) or informal sources (unregulated healthcare providers incl. e.g. grocery stores, traditional healers), (c) whether at least one set of antibiotics remained unfinished, and (d) whether respondents took at least one set of antibiotics as recommended. We examined these factors initially for the two workshop villages where these statements originated (focusing on the first survey round prior to the workshop), and then expanded
the analysis to the full sample of illness episodes in both the workshop villages and the provincial survey. To test whether these differences were statistically significant, we performed Pearson $X^2$ tests. Table 3 reports that adults consumed antibiotics in 12.2% to 19.2% of all recorded illness episodes, whereas children’s antibiotic consumption ranged from 13.2% to 24.5%. Within these episodes, the sources of children’s antibiotics were systematically more likely to include formal healthcare providers, whereas adults were more likely to use antibiotics from informal sources. The Pearson $X^2$ tests indicated that use of antibiotics from formal sources was statistically significantly different between adults and children at least at the ten percent level (Mae Fah Luang & Chiang Rai: $p = 0.070$; all workshop villages: $p = 0.041$, provincial level: $p = 0.083$). The difference in informal antibiotic use, too, was statistically significant, except in the provincial data (Mae Fah Luang & Chiang Rai: $p = 0.070$; all workshop villages: $p = 0.088$, provincial level: $p = 0.235$). In contrast, none of the differences in completing antibiotic courses or adhering to instructions were statistically significant for any of the three samples.

However tentative, these findings help broaden the understanding of antibiotic use (and potentially the identification of priority or high-risk target groups) in different segments of the population. Children were indeed more likely than adults to receive antibiotics from a formal healthcare provider, which is consistent with Hypothesis H2a. In contrast, the limited survey evidence did not indicate that the distinction between ‘medicine for adults’ and ‘medicine for children’ translated into stricter adherence to antibiotic use instructions (H2b), but it is noteworthy that adult illness episodes ($n = 125$) across Chiang Rai province had a more than 10-percentage-point lower rate than children ($n = 31$) in terms of non-completion of an antibiotic course (36.5% vs. 48.6%).
Table 3. Comparison of adults’ and children’s antibiotic sources and use during acute illnesses and accidents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mae Fah Luang and Chiang Rai Villages (1st survey round)</th>
<th>All Three Workshop Villages</th>
<th>Rural Chiang Rai Province</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>p-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All illness episodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% received antibiotics</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All antibiotic use episodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of antibiotic use episodes received from formal sources</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of antibiotic use episodes received from informal sources</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of illness episodes with at least one instance of unfinished antibiotics</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of episodes with at least one instance of strict adherence to antibiotic instructions</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, derived from survey data.

Notes. Data on illness episode level. Multiple illness episodes per respondent possible. Provincial-level results are population weighted using census data. p-values calculated using Pearson X2 test. “Child” refers to illness episodes of anyone below 18 years of age; adults would report the illness episodes of “children” under their supervision.

Theme 3: ‘Assertive youth’

Our last example again relates to demographic differences in medicine use. In Chiang Rai village, workshop participants reported that young adults would more commonly engage in arguments and assert their position vis-à-vis figures of authority, like doctors or elders. This may be generic judgement of older towards younger generations, but we could argue that older people – when they were younger – had experienced a different health system and different social hierarchies than today’s youth. This raised the question whether age gradients may reflect different patient – health system relationships across generations, and with them different patterns of antibiotic use. We therefore hypothesised that,

**H3a:** Younger adults are more likely to source antibiotics from informal healthcare providers.

**H3b:** Younger adults are less likely to use antibiotics in accordance with their instructions.
To test these hypotheses, we again examined first the initial survey round from Chiang Rai village, followed by the complete workshop village sample and provincial survey. We used the same analysis categories as in the previous section (a: illness episodes involving at least one dose of antibiotics, b: antibiotics from formal/informal sources, c: unfinished antibiotic courses, d: adherence to antibiotic instructions) and analysed the differences across five age groups, namely 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-59, and 60+ years. We used Pearson $X^2$ tests for differences across age groups.

Fig. 2 presents the results of the group comparison (see Appendix Table A1 for detailed results incl. Pearson $X^2$ tests). Because of the small sample of 17 illness episodes in Chiang Rai village, we focused the analysis on the larger workshop village sample (100 episodes) and the provincial survey (125 episodes). Among the workshop villages, the age group 35-44 years exhibited the highest degree of formal antibiotic use (84.2%; sample average: 75.0%) coupled with the lowest incidence of informal antibiotic consumption (15.8%; sample average: 26.0%), the lowest incidence of leaving antibiotics unfinished (21.1%; sample average: 40.0%), and the highest rate of instruction adherence (78.9%; sample average: 67.0%). Both younger and older age groups indicated higher informal use and less strict adherence to antibiotic regimes. However, only the difference in unfinished antibiotic courses was statistically significant at $p = 0.020$. While the provincial-level age group differences were in statistically significant in the cases of formal antibiotic use ($p = 0.001$) and instruction adherence ($p = 0.006$) (informal antibiotic use: $p = 0.418$; unfinished antibiotics: $p = 0.110$), the patterns across age groups were distinctly different from the workshop village sample: The age group 25-35 years had notably below-average formal antibiotic use (42.4%; sample average: 83.6%), above-average informal antibiotic use (14.2%; sample average: 4.6%), and below-average unfinished antibiotics (13.1%; sample average: 36.5%) but also adherence to instructions (31.3%; sample average: 72.2%). The younger age group of 18-24 years did not follow this trend and mostly corresponded to the remainder of the sample.
Fig. 2. Comparison of antibiotic sources and use during acute illnesses and accidents across five age groups.

Source: Authors, derived from survey data.

Notes. Data on illness episode level. Multiple illness episodes per respondent possible. Provincial-level results are population weighted using census data.

The mixed patterns across the samples suggest caution in supporting or rejecting the hypothesis, but the data did suggest that antibiotic use behaviour was likely to have an age dimension. Further qualitative research would allow us to investigate whether these patterns are systematic, and, if so, if they related to different age groups’ assertiveness (e.g. driven by formal education) as argued in the workshops, or whether they were a result of different meaning of medicines across generations. In
summary, the three workshop themes presented here illustrate how the public engagement activity helped co-produce hypotheses relating to medicine use as a specific aspect of the socio-cultural context of AMR.

Sub-Case 2 (Storytelling): Of healing and treatment in northern Thailand
In this second sub-case, we exemplify how storytelling techniques as part of public engagement helped shed light on the broader socio-cultural context of AMR. The stories narrated in the ‘Tales of Treatment’ exhibition illustrate insights about local healing, health systems, and reflections on global health that would not otherwise have emerged from the broader research project. The narratives did not intend to present superior or effective forms of treatment but rather to document disappearing perspectives and practices of healing in Chiang Rai, following the bottom-up process of participatory engagement in which traditional healers chose the focus of their stories.

Fig. 3a presents such a narrative from a traditional ‘ghost doctor’ (a spiritual healer) in a Mien village. The tale told of sacred books of chants in traditional Chinese, which in their entirety were often only accessible to ghost doctors who learned their craft over generations. However, minor chants and small ceremonies were not reserved exclusively to the ghost doctor – it was a common skill in the village, applied for instance when teenagers sought forgiveness from their parents. The reflections sparked by this tale among the research team were two-fold: Firstly, the boundaries of ‘treatment’ extended beyond our initial (biomedically shaped) conceptions of what the roles of a traditional healer and spiritual care might involve. How could practices like asking for forgiveness be incorporated into a standardised survey instrument on treatment seeking, and how might the omission of, for example, pastoral dimensions of care distort the representation of local realities? Secondly, the fluid interpretation of who was a ghost doctor in a village (i.e. potentially everyone) undermined our initially binary distinction between the general population versus medical providers.
In Mien tradition, a “ghost doctor” is someone who performs ceremonies to chase away wickedness, to ask spirits for forgiveness, and to treat illnesses for people in the village. Mien people still hold on very strongly to spiritual beliefs that are embedded in their everyday life practices. That is why the ghost doctor profession is necessary in every Mien village. Some ghost doctors study the craft by themselves, some received the tradition from previous generations. For ceremonies, ghost doctors sometimes need to use a scripture written in Chinese to chant and cast charms correctly. One of the ghost doctors whom we talked to told us that many households in the village own scriptures similar to his, but not many people can read and remember everything. Because it is a specific set of language and characters, not everyone who can read Chinese will be able to read these books. Only skilled ghost doctors can execute all kinds of ceremonies while other people can only hold their own ceremonies that are less significant and easier at home. The scripture shown in this picture has been passed down for over 100 years but still looks impeccable because it has been kept and used very carefully only for important ceremonies. Scriptures can be categorized by types of ceremony and are of different sizes. For example, the scripture for an ordination ceremony is thick because it contains hymns that need to be sung through three days and nights. In contrast, scripture for teenagers to ask for forgiveness from their parents is only in a small book.

b) Comfort From Pain – Pulling

Many people may have come across “Gua Sa,” a renowned traditional Chinese therapy based on the same principle as acupuncture, which induces changes in the body by improving blood circulation. The practice involves scraping parts of body such as neck, back, and shoulders. Most of the time, this leaves conspicuous bruises and discoloured marks – triggering all kinds of imagination, curiosity, and alarm among those who do not know what could possibly have caused them.

In one of the villages that we surveyed, villagers developed a new technique of Gua Sa and gave it a new half-Thai-half-Chinese name, “Dueng Sa.” Instead of scraping, the person who performs Dueng (“to pull”) Sa would dip their middle and index fingers in water and use them to pull the skin on the chest, back, and shoulders in a specific order, creating therapy lines along the body (for example from the collar bone to the fingertips). It is something that villagers do on a regular basis, especially after a long day of work or when they feel unwell and fatigued. Some people would get the pulling treatment every day for relaxation, and if there is no one in their household to provide it, they can also easily walk over to any neighbour to ask for help – it is a common skill! Aunt Porn told us that when you start pulling, you should pull every spot on the line from where you started; otherwise, the body will lose balance and this could create dangerous consequences or even death. The people in this village prefer Dueng Sa to other Gua Sa methods because it involves an uncomplicated process and does not require any equipment. Moreover, they think it allows more force to be applied, which can create more pain and therefore yields better effects.

c) At-home Medical Unit

In Grandma Kaew’s view, it is not always a necessity to visit the hospital when she does not feel well. There are many ways she can look after herself and treat her illnesses, including using herbs and blowing sacred chants onto her body – the methods that were passed down to her from many generations ago. Grandma Kaew does not only cure her own illnesses, she is a “doctor” for the people around her, too. She told us that her relatives would often consult her and take her herbal medicines for symptoms like headache, breathing difficulties (e.g. after eating), or inability to burp. With the demands from her patients increasing, she looked for ways to process and store her herbs for longer shelf life and for her own convenience. She sundries the herbs she gathers from the forest and blends them in an electrical blender until they become fine powder which she then scoops into small zip-lock bags so that she can pull just the right amount out next time she needs them. Her creativity does not stop there, she also fills some bitter herbs into capsules so that children or those who do not like taking medicines can use them as well. Having these processes figured out, Grandma Kaew does not have to venture to the forest every time she needs ingredients – they are already sitting in her cupboard! Sadly, there are not many like her left in the village as no one wants to study her knowledge of herbal medicine seriously, and we may see it disappear not too long from now.

Fig. 3. Tales of Treatment.

Source: Tales of Treatment exhibition booklet.
The second example from the Tales of Treatment exhibition involved a traditional treatment adapted from ‘gua sa’ (กัวซา), which was common in Thailand, China, and Southeast Asia more broadly. Also known as gua sha in Chinese (刮痧), or ‘scraping’ / ‘coining’ in English,150 gua sa involved scraping the skin to stimulate blood circulation until bruises appear. The tale relayed in Fig. 3b told of local adaptations of this practice that involved pulling rather than scraping the skin – locally known as ‘dueng sa’ (ดึงซา). Like the spiritual chants in the previous narrative, dueng sa was a common skill among villagers, and its superior effectiveness over gua sa was explained by the pain it inflicted on the recipient. The insights generated by this tale did not only involve the local adaptation of international yet non-Western medical practices of gua sha and the (for us) unexpected interpretations of how people assessed the quality of dueng sa – very much unlike conventional Western interpretations of what ‘quality of care’ would entail. One of the main surprises from this story was also the idiosyncrasy of medical practice. Aunt Porn’s village performed a version of gua sa that was different from local medical practice in neighbouring villages. This begged the question, ‘What does “traditional healing” mean at all, and how can we usefully categorise it?’ (This is of course not a fundamentally new question as medical anthropology and medical humanities have been engaging with such topics for decades.)

The final narrative (Fig. 3c) related to the broader discourse of antimicrobial resistance as a global health issue. Grandma Kaew was among the last traditional healers in her village, applying knowledge passed down to her from generations ago. Fellow villagers received her herbal treatment for symptoms like headaches and indigestion, and steady demand had required her to process these herbs more efficiently. As she explored methods to store herbs for convenience and longer shelf life, she begun sun-drying them, blending them into fine powder, and apportioning them into small zip-lock bags. She
also filled bitter-tasting herbs like ‘fah talai jone’ (‘ฟ้าทะลายโจร’ or andrographis paniculate) into capsules so that children or patients who did not like taking medicines could use them as well.

The significance of Grandma Keaw’s story rested in the fact that modern Thai health policy had begun advocating, among others, the treatment of uncomplicated conditions like sore throats with traditional Thai herbal medicine. The purpose of this development had been to respond to healthcare providers ‘who feel pressured by patients’ expectations’ for antibiotics and therefore reduce the reliance on antibiotic treatment in human medicine.\textsuperscript{151} The tale of Grandma Keaw’s ‘at-home medical unit’ underlined the irony of this proposal: Herbal and non-medicinal alternatives for antibiotic treatment had been practised for centuries, but were over the past decades crowded out increasingly by the modernization of medicine.\textsuperscript{152,153} On reflection, one could argue that modern medicine had sown the seeds of its own demise through the pharmaceuticalisation of care (i.e. reducing treatment to the transaction of capsules), and now depends for its survival on the traditional medicine that it had been displacing. At the same time, critical academic voices wonder whether the modern Thai health policy approach incorporating herbal medicine capsules does, yet again, reduce holistic traditional treatment to a transactional relationship. Although this might be a valid concern, Grandma Kaew herself had been administering herbal medicines in capsules – for pragmatic reasons, without obviously adhering to any such agenda.

The practice of recording narratives alongside our survey therefore enabled our research team to perceive illness and treatment beyond the survey questionnaire. Examples of local medical practice challenged our conceptualisation of care in rural northern Thailand – for example the dichotomy between population and healthcare providers, the spectrum of conditions that deserved a traditional healer’s attention, and the fluidity of its performance – but it also added nuance to our understanding of modern health policy and its critiques in the context of AMR.
Sub-Case 3 (Dialogue): Reactions and reflections from the photo exhibitions
‘Tales of Treatment’ was not only a mechanism to capture narratives from northern Thai villages, but also to acquaint the urban public interested in photography, culture, and alternative systems of medicine with this material. The overall more than 500 visitors across our four venues engaged enthusiastically with the exhibits, the stories, and the exhibition hosts, typically spending 45-60 minutes at the exhibition. The dialogue between researchers and the public thereby enabled a further expansion of the understanding of the socio-cultural context of AMR into areas and geographies that the research team had not initially considered.

Interactions between the research team and the exhibition attendees revealed how the exhibition stimulated reflection and recall of personal treatment histories. For example, some of our Thai audience, including those from northern Thailand, said that they had seen their parents or grandparents follow the practices shown in the photographic stories, but they had never experienced herbal or spiritual healing themselves. UK and US audience members related the content to the role of alternative medicine in their respective home countries, and drew parallels between Thailand and Western countries in terms of sensemaking about the body, illness, and healing techniques.

Written feedback also suggested that the exhibition sparked reflection. Attendees related the content to their personal experiences growing up in families where modern medicine was unpopular (‘My dad never liked modern medicines so I’ve experienced [traditional and alternative forms of healing] a lot! Acupuncture, power therapy, psychotherapy, […]’), or their encounters with traditional medicine in other Southeast Asian contexts (‘[…] In Vietnam, we have a practice called cao gió – very popular for ‘scratch[ing] out the wind’ from a cold/fever […]’). Together with the attendees, we reflected yet further on cross-cultural comparisons of behaviour and possible research avenues about the co-evolution and global spread of drug resistance and local forms of healing.

During the latest iteration of the exhibition at Warwick Arts Centre, we collected more formal feedback in addition to verbal and guestbook testimonies. At a response rate of 32.9% (23 out of 70 visitors, all
of whom were university students or staff), 95.7% agreed that they learned ‘something new’ during the exhibition (100% of the responses agreed that the event was ‘worthwhile’). Among the explanations of what had been learned, the attendees indicated, for example,

- ‘“Alternative” treatments in other parts of the world,’
- ‘The popularity of using the supernatural,’
- ‘The interconnectedness of Thai, Chinese medicine,’ and
- ‘So much! In particular the pulling and pinching [gua sa, dueng sa].’

Yet, not everyone was equally impressed. A subset of the attendees in all exhibition sites also expressed doubts both about the content of the stories (e.g. narratives about medicinal plants functioning as fever absorber) and the photographs themselves (e.g. concerns about animal cruelty where ghost doctors used tiger claws during treatment). Specifically with regard to antibiotics and drug resistance, some attendees in Bangkok also enquired about the subject, behaving as if the team were medical specialists. Although such feedback and reflections only arose in conversation with the attendees rather than in writing, some also indicated that they had ‘never realised how effective these treatments can be.’ The exhibition stated explicitly that its intention was not to advocate a particular treatment method nor to suggest the superiority of traditional healing – rather, to relay stories from the field. Nevertheless, we as hosts may have on occasion been misinterpreted as medical specialists, and some interpretations of the content may have potentially entailed unintended behavioural outcomes of the public engagement event.

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary**

The case study exemplified that public engagement under the umbrella of the medical humanities – that is, not focused on instrumental awareness raising and community mobilisation – can complement
and contribute to the understanding of local health practices and global health priorities. Our activities involved knowledge co-production, storytelling, and dialogue between researchers and the public, and they emerged partly in response to the limitations of a health behaviour survey. Overall, the three sub-cases enabled,

- a better understanding of local conceptualisations of medicine (sub-cases 1, 2, 3),
- new insights into the social configuration of treatment seeking (sub-cases 1 & 2),
- for us otherwise invisible idiosyncrasies of traditional healing across villages in northern Thailand (sub-case 2),
- new perspectives on the relationship between ‘the general population’ and ‘traditional healers’ (sub-cases 2 & 3), and
- reflection on the relationship between modernity and tradition in AMR (sub-case 2).

At the same time, not all points raised in the co-production workshops could be supported by our quantitative survey data, and participation in the exhibitions appeared to have created misleading impressions of our purpose and messages among a small group of attendees.\textsuperscript{154} Despite its seeming value for challenging thought and research in global health, we should therefore not underestimate the consequences of intervening in a social system through co-production and bi-directional communication – however well-meaning it might be.

Our case study contributes to the practice of public engagement in global health research as an important element of sustainable development and the empirical understanding of the socio-cultural context of AMR as a global health priority. As opposed to mainstream community engagement activities in global health and AMR in particular,\textsuperscript{155} the case study suggested how medical humanities methods can help researchers to learn from their target populations instead of instrumentalising ‘engagement’ to change communities along biomedical ideals. The importance of bi-directional communication highlighted in our work indicated that global health researchers indeed require local
inputs to formulate hypotheses and ground analytical categories, and also to define the research problem itself – similar to arguments surrounding the practice of patient and public involvement in Western medical research.\textsuperscript{156,157} By depicting new and for biomedical researchers often invisible subjective truths, our case also supports positions in the medical humanities that knowledge co-production, stories, and dialogue based on artistic production can yield new and practically important perspectives on complex problems\textsuperscript{158,159} – for example healing and the nature of health systems – that have bearing on AMR. One often neglected aspect of healing is for instance the role of spirituality,\textsuperscript{160} as the tales of treatment (sub-case 2) have powerfully brought to the fore (which may play a role in considering non-pharmaceutical solutions for population health and well-being, e.g. as pastoral support). At the same time, the documented risks of the unintended consequences of engagement also expand the recent argument by Abimbola\textsuperscript{161} (in the context of community health committees) to steer global health researchers and practitioners away from an unrealistically optimistic ‘\textit{a priori} bias’ in community engagement.

The insights provided by our workshop participants (sub-case 1) and exhibition attendees (sub-case 3) further added to debates and empirical knowledge in the field of AMR. For example, knowledge co-production in the workshops highlighted the varied relationship between antibiotic conceptions and attitudes towards over-the-counter purchases and related to the literature on language and local conceptions of antimicrobials.\textsuperscript{162,163} Other locally grounded research hypotheses demonstrated how antibiotic usage differed across generations, which contributed to the understanding of the determinants of antibiotic use and the values that underlie antibiotic choices in Thailand and other LMICs.\textsuperscript{164,165,166} In addition, biomedical writing often portrays traditional healers as an unqualified source of antimicrobials or as a healthcare solution that could delay access to biomedically trained healthcare providers.\textsuperscript{167,168} Rather than pitching traditional against formal healthcare, stories of healing and treatment (sub-case 2) demonstrated the fluidity of traditional healing in Chiang Rai and, together with the dialogue with urban publics, enabled reflections on its relationship to AMR. Considering that
‘AMR is understood as a threat not only to health, to economies, to security, but also to modernity itself,’ traditional healing may ironically play a role in ‘saving’ modern medicine by limiting dependence on pharmaceutical treatment in the case of uncomplicated minor ailments such as muscle pains or sore throats (as the tale of Grandma Kaew in sub-case 2 illustrated). Overall, the inputs from workshop participants, traditional healers, and exhibition attendees in our project challenged assumptions and expectations among the international research team, helping to expand understanding incrementally and to challenge geographically and disciplinarily defined hierarchies of knowledge in global health research.

**Costs and risks of knowledge co-production**

Overall, our analysis suggested that there were complementarities between the co-production of knowledge on the one hand, and the data collection methods and the interpretation of health behaviour research on the other hand. However, these activities also produced costs and risky outcomes that we discuss briefly in this section.

Short of immersive ethnographic research, cross-sectional qualitative research could have similarly helped to generate knowledge about local behaviours and medicine use, and to inform the development of a structured questionnaire. Qualitative pre-testing of the survey instruments – for instance through cognitive interviewing – can help uncover unforeseen categories and refine quantitative data collection as well, although this often happens at a stage when research design and hypotheses are already relatively fixed. We applied both these techniques in this study, but the workshop setup helped to complement these qualitative approaches. Although activities like medicine pile sorting are not specific to a workshop setting and could in principle be also incorporated into semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions (‘participatory’ methods like pile sorting exercises have long been incorporated in development survey research), the wide range of media and activities employed during the workshops helped generate a more open and engaging atmosphere and a greater degree of
bi-directional knowledge exchange than could be achieved in the more structured data collection settings of face-to-face interviews or focus group discussions. The monetary costs of the workshops themselves amounted to £450 per workshop for consumables and eight facilitating staff plus approximately £3,000 for consumables and staff costs for the development and trialling of the workshop format.

Similarly, gathering and exhibiting photographic narratives from our field sites was an opportunity for the project to cultivate and benefit from the talent of the Thai research team, and to learn about healing and treatment from the perspective of local residents. The narratives enabled us to explore perspectives that especially the non-Thai project collaborators would not have considered otherwise. The visual component of the narratives thereby offered additional space for reflection compared to, for instance, a solely text-based semi-structured interview, and it opened a pathway to engaging the broader public interested in photography, culture, and traditional healing in our project. The latest exhibition at Warwick Arts Centre also paved the way for closer collaboration between the research team and the creative industry.

However, knowledge co-production through visual methods and storytelling served primarily a supplementary purpose in our project – for our research objectives, it would have not have sufficed as an alone-standing research and knowledge production method (which comes with its own methodological and ethical challenges, compounded by interdisciplinary frictions in ethical review committees\textsuperscript{172,173,174,175,176}). As the feedback from the photo exhibitions showed, presenting health-related practices could also potentially influence people’s health behaviour even if the research team explicitly distanced themselves from advocating any particular practice. The collection and preparation of the material and hosting the four photo exhibitions also required a budget of approximately £8,000.

These costs and risks mean that knowledge co-production has to be weighed against alternative qualitative and quantitative modes of generating global health knowledge. As a complement to conventional research methods, however, they can usefully inform a project during its design phase,
aid the interpretation of its results, and make the dissemination of its findings more effective. The costs and risks of these methods should therefore be seen in their value of complementing conventional global health research.

**Limitations**

The primary limitation of this research was that the co-production activities did not involve an independent evaluation. Being embedded in the research and positioning ourselves as ‘learners’ vis-à-vis villagers and the public prevented the research team from carrying out a formal independent assessment of the consequences of the activities. A parallel research team not involved in the project or its design would have ideally worked alongside our group to add additional depth on the unintended consequences and potential (and actual) benefits and harms arising from the co-production activities. Despite our best attempts to be mindful of alternative interpretations of our work and the negative outcomes of the activities, there remained thus a residual risk that our position as social researchers invested in this project unconsciously biased us towards a particular interpretation of the data and participants’ responses.

The mixed insights from the quantitative analysis further indicated the shortcomings of using a pre-specified survey instrument to assess locally emerging research hypotheses. Especially where the quantitative findings did not support the hypotheses, the question remained whether this was because the hypothesis could not be supported, or because the questionnaire and research design were not suitable to investigate the respective point. Although the questionnaire was developed with the help of prior qualitative research, field pilots, and cognitive interviewing, the new insights provided by the participatory workshops would have required further iterations to accommodate workshop participants’ inputs.

An additional limitation of the scope of this case study is that the public engagement team comprised social scientists and no medical specialists. As a result, our focus is confined to socio-cultural aspects
of AMR, in particular local knowledge and intersubjective truths on health systems and healing. These aspects are important to understand the phenomenon of (and responses to) drug resistance more broadly, but we cannot make claims about biological mechanisms, clinical dimensions, or the direct contribution of people’s behaviours to the development of antimicrobial resistance.

**CONCLUSION**

Against the backdrop of growing critiques of neocolonial practices and hierarchical relationships in global health research – resembling the modernisation paradigm in international development – we asked, ‘*Can medical humanities approaches challenge hierarchies and promote engagement in global health research on antimicrobial resistance?*’ Our underlying objective was to demonstrate how the inclusion of medical humanities methods in public engagement activities can open up new and locally grounded perspectives for thinking about the socio-cultural context of AMR and its related topics of medicine use and health systems. To this end, we studied the case of public engagement with research in Chiang Rai province, northern Thailand, that co-produced knowledge through participatory workshops, collected photographic and oral narratives of healing and treatment, engaged in public dialogue through the display of these ‘Tales of Treatment.’ The case study illustrated that locally grounded hypotheses and the production, reflection, and display of photographic narratives could challenge not only our own assumptions as health behaviour researchers, but also offered new perspectives on global health debates in antimicrobial resistance. The short and perhaps unsurprising answer to the research question therefore is ‘Yes,’ medical humanities methods can make public engagement a vehicle to challenge external assumptions of illness and treatment and potentially undermine entrenched hierarchies of knowledge. Creative forms of expression and participatory means can facilitate this co-production and mutual exchange between local populations and researchers. While the tension between local and global knowledge (and between ‘the traditional’ and ‘the
modern’) remains a challenge in global health research and practice, it also provides space in which creative methods can flourish.\textsuperscript{177}

However, a tension also remains between the benefits of co-producing knowledge and the risk of unintended consequences from public engagement and the presence of external research teams. Ours is not the first study to problematise hazards of potentially detrimental interpretations of narratives and arts-based engagement with the public,\textsuperscript{178,179} misinterpretation of roles and competences of researchers,\textsuperscript{180} or issues of preproducing hierarchical relationships to the point of oppressing local communities.\textsuperscript{181} The knowledge to evaluate such mixed consequences of public engagement and participatory research is yet limited and requires further methodological research.\textsuperscript{182,183,184,185} Once evaluation frameworks and guidelines have been established, varied applications of process, ex post, and impact evaluation (both qualitative and quantitative) would enable us to map the consequences of knowledge co-production and to assess their costs and benefits more comprehensively and pragmatically – even if the costs of an evaluation itself mean that such assessments can only be conducted on a sample of research projects.

Overall, our analysis leads us to conclude that knowledge co-production and medical-humanities-informed forms of public engagement should become standard secondary objectives of global health research to prevent misrepresentation of local realities and to more effectively ground the interpretations of its findings in the local context. One pre-condition of this strategy to succeed is to frame global health research more actively as a learning exercise and embed the agenda to ‘decolonise’ global health more firmly in research education and international health policy circles. An international commission – led by interdisciplinary researchers from low- and middle-income countries – could further legitimise this practice by establishing formal ethical guidelines for global health research to be more receptive to local voices, rather than merely instrumentalising the rhetoric of public engagement for public health interventions.
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